CASE STUDY

Customer - PDS Doorsets Main Contractor - Calco Flooring
CHALLENGE
Firmly established as a leading
supplier of Secured by Design, PAS
23 & PAS 24 high performance
and FD30 & FD60 fire doorsets to
the Social Housing refurbishment
sector, PDS also supply bespoke
doorsets into the new build and
home improvement markets,
providing a fully integrated package
from initial concept, through
design, manufacturing, supply,
installation and after care. The
company was looking to refurbish
the office area at its headquarters
in Littleborough in order to project
a more professional appearance to
potential clients and other visitors.
Key drivers for the project were the
creation of a safety optimised and
aesthetically pleasing staircase.

Managing Director
PDS Doorsets

“

Q Range offered
a safe solution
for an extremely
heavy traffic
staircase linking
our production
facility with our
offices

”

CASE STUDY
SOLUTION
Quantum’s new Q Range provided
the perfect solution for PDS as the
product’s all over tread ensures that
users always make contact with
the slip resistant tread material,
a unique innovation for the UK
stair nosing market. In addition
the combination of polar grey
tread material and satin etched,
scratch resistant riser gives a highly
attractive finish.
Q Range also minimises
maintenance and
maximises green
credentials by
combining smooth
surfaces which
negate the risk
of dirt traps with
design geared
around lean
manufacture as
well as optimal
packaging and
recycling potential.

The unique features provided by Q
Range offer a complete stair nosing
solution and they have resulted
in an extremely safe and easily
maintained staircase which will
continue to meet the demanding
requirements of day to day foot
traffic for many years to come.

PROJECT SPECIFICATION
DETAILS
» Office refurbishment
project
» QR-HF1 Polar Grey
» 30 linear metres installed
» Fitted with carpet tile
» Product requirements
defined using QSMS
measuring service
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